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If you had checked out a garage sale in a certain
small Minnesota town a few months ago, this is
what you would have found. But you weren’t
there and I wasn’t there, so this Burnett, which
had languished in its owner’s basement for decades, failed to sell for $5. The owner had better luck getting rid of it on eBay, where it also
brought a rather—er—better price. See page 5
for more photos.
Correction
Leertaste does not mean “dead key” (ETCete
ra No. 73, p. 3), but “empty key,” that is,
spacebar. There was nothing dead about
Fritz Niemann’s newsletter!
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S

ometimes a competition comes
down to the last cent and the last
second. That’s what two competitors
discovered earlier this year on eBay
when they both bid $4444.44 on a
typewriter near the very end of an
auction. In accordance with eBay
rules, the irst bidder won.
±
I was in Boston in May for a conference which wasn’t constantly scintillating. What’s a man to do in the
duller moments but sketch fantasy
typewriters? Here are some of the
results, along with mementos of my
enjoyable visit to former ETCetera
editors Chuck Dilts and Rich Cincotta. Do you have typewriter daydreams too? Send them in—there’s
no need to tie this magazine exclusively to the real world.

A Malling-Hansen Writing Ball Rediscovered
The Exceptional Journey of a Unique Typewriter
by Flavio Mantelli

I

t’s the dream of every collector on
earth to ind an original 1867 Malling
Hansen Writing Ball, the irst successfully produced typewriter, but for most of
us it remains a dream: the very few lucky
collectors who have been able to discover
a specimen were those who some thirty
(or more) years ago, when nobody was
interested in typewriters as collectable
objects, went to Denmark to investigate
with great eforts and begin tremendous
treasure hunts that, sometimes, lasted
years! But today the Writing Ball is a
world famous machine—it is advertised
on the Internet as the world’s irst and
most expensive typewriter—and therefore, it was very unlikely that even only
one was still hidden somewhere waiting
for a passionate collector to rescue it.
To conirm once again that good typewriters are still around, a few months ago
Writing Ball serial number 137, a previously unknown specimen, saw the light
again…and it wasn’t on an Internet auction!
I was contacted by the owner and
I just couldn’t believe it, I was shocked:
over the years I have had the great luck
of discovering some very rare and important machines, even a few one-of-a-kind
models and prototypes, but nothing was
even close to the experience of receiving
pictures of a beautiful Malling Hansen
Writing Ball in its original dovetailed
wood case and reading the words, “Would
you be interested in this machine?” The
surprise was not only the machine itself,
but the place where the letter came from:
the United States of America! I was staring at the irst Malling Hansen ever to be
found outside of Europe.
The irst question was: is it one of the
very few specimens that originally left
Denmark ordered from America, or is it
one that for some other reason arrived
there later, brought by the original owner
or acquired by someone interested in antiques? The answer soon came, and to the
great relief of those who still hope to ind
one of the very few specimens ordered in
America in the 1870s, this machine was
an emigrant: it was originally purchased
by a family of northern Europe and it re-

mained there for more than half a century.
However, sometime between WWI and
WWII (early 1930s) the sons of the irst
owner decided to lee to the USA, seeking their fortune and leaving behind the
misery of post-WWI Europe. In those
hard times, emigrants usually had barely
enough money to eat and no valuable objects at all, but it was usual to bring on the
journey with them the very few treasures
they had, usually little trinkets or silver
frames with family pictures—in the case
of this family, a Writing Ball!
Another seventy years had to go by
before the machine saw the light again:
the sons of the emigrants had already sold
the entire estate of their parents (who apparently were actually able to make a fortune in the US) many years ago, but not
the Writing Ball. They kept it as a family
treasure, recalling their origins and telling their sons the story of their grandparents, until now, when they decided it was
time for someone else to treasure it and
for the machine itself to close the circle
and ly back to Europe after a long 75
years.
The previous owners obviously knew
they had something valuable in their

hands, but fortunately they had not even
a close idea of the world record prices
fetched at auction for Writing Balls a
couple of years ago, and most of the economic value they put to the machine was
given by the sentimental value of the
object rather than its rarity or historical
signiicance: it still was, of course, an expensive typewriter, but after a brief negotiation I agreed to pay a price that is, to
say the least, very reasonable for such an
important item.
The whole deal took approximately
two months but inally, after a never-ending four days of waiting for FedEx International Express Service to knock at my
door, Malling Hansen serial number 137
arrived in Rome—perfectly packed in
its original dovetailed wood case, where
it was standing proudly in pristine condition and even retaining the original ribbon, after approximately 75 years since
the day it left Europe as if the time had
gone by without touching it, respecting
it as a silent observer that traveled over
three centuries around the world with a
great story to tell.
It has inally been told, the circle is
closed. ±
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or many collectors, the early history of
typewriters and the rugged individual
with a design and a purpose are things of
the highest interest. In fact, the story of
a man and a dream continues throughout
typewriter history, to the point of including spectacular failures up through to the
end.
We were recently very excited to obtain two stock certiicates (illustrated)
from the early 1920s for a company which,
it would appear, failed before ever having
constructed any production machines.
They are issued in the name of the Walker Silent Typewriter Company, a Corporation of Connecticut,
and both are dated August 22, 1921. The inding of these certiicates
appears to update and
possibly change information previously given
in the literature under
this topic. M i c h a e l
Adler, in his book Antique Typewriters: From
Creed to QWERTY, includes, in his section on
machines never built, an
entry for the Walker machine and gives dates of
1909 for the beginning
and 1912 for the sellout
of the concern. These
stock certiicates are a
decade later, and in fact
the patents for the machine coincide with the
dates of these certiicates as well. It is not
presently known if there were separate
attempts; what is a fact is that by the time
the patents were issued in the early 1920s,
Charles Wellington Walker, according
to Adler the design’s originator, had died,
and the patents were assigned to one Ario
C. Walker, administrator for the late Mr.
Walker and also, as we can see from the
certiicates, the Treasurer of the company.
In point of fact, it does appear as if Ario
Walker was a co-inventor since his name
is given as such on the patents discovered
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so far. The design of the machine
is keyed to the Walkers’ notions for what
a typewriter ought to be and ought to
have; it was to have been silent in operation, and was to have allowed not only the
setup of whole lines of text, or any section
thereof, prior to printing, but also to have
allowed the typist to have viewed the line
(or section) prior to printing in order to
allow corrections. This concept is normally associated with the very modern
daisy-wheel electronic typewriter, which
was in many ways almost a word processor; it was very much an idea well ahead of
its time.

The fact that the idea existed, as we
are all well aware, meant nothing once
the actual execution of such a concept
was attempted, and the two patents relect the (likely) incredible struggle the
men had with turning this concept into
a reality. The accompanying patent drawing illustrates the later of two overall
designs; the earlier one was, from an engineering standpoint, so wholly unworkable as to require no comment. The later
patent acknowledges that the new design
is, in fact, entirely revised and only makes

occasional reference to the irst in terms
of conceptual similarity in operation and
to parts briely illustrated but non-critical
in the irst, for points of completeness.
The design is, as I have said, complicated, but a brief explanation of the operation as conceived is certainly possible. In
the view of the side, two large wheels can
be seen. That in the rear of the machine,
away from the typist, is the actual printing wheel or type-wheel. There is one
wheel for every single character space on
an entire sheet, side to side. The other
wheel is actually an indicator wheel, arranged with the type-wheel so that whatever character is selected
in the printing position
in the rear is indicated
(probably through a slit
or window) in the front
of the machine. In this
manner, the typist can
see the character selected for each position, thus
the entire line of text.
Of course, the machine must be workable
as a typewriter, and does
in fact have a totally
conventional keyboard.
The requirement then
is to get the keys to select characters sequentially from left to right.
This most complicated
portion of the machine
and its operation is best
described very simply as
follows: there is a moving selector unit,
which travels from left to right on the
machine, and which includes provision
for both connecting a key lever’s motion
to itself and for converting that (any) key
lever’s motion to a set of pins which act
as travel stops for the spring-loaded type
wheels; it might be said that each key lever or character has an assigned degree of
rotation which corresponds to one pin in
the bank for a type wheel. In any position,
depression of a key lever causes the type
and indicator wheels to quickly rotate by

spring action, with stopping point (character) determined by the bank of pins.
Once this action has occurred for a character, the selector moves one type-space
to the right for selection of the next character. For those with mechanical experience, no comment is necessary here; for
those without, this is incredibly complicated and certainly must have been what

killed the design and the company.
Once the whole line was arranged (corrections were possible with the design)
then the PRINT key would be pressed.
This brings the carriage unit forward to
meet the type. The patent states that no
line-space mechanism is shown, and neither is any inking mechanism, these being of conventional design and thus not
required for inclusion. Operation of a
RETURN key would not only clear all
the pin settings, and move the selector
unit back to the left but naturally allow
all type-wheels to return to the ‘zero’ or
neutral positions (and this may, it is inferred, have spaced the paper as well.) It is
important to note that the machine was
intended clearly to be a typewriter, and

not a typesetting machine or some other
machine, as described (again) clearly in
the inventors’ own words—although the
patents are not iled within the typewriter
class group. The stock certiicates discovered recently give a capital value for
the Walker Silent Typewriter Company
of $500,000. While many other companies failed with amounts much larger
than this and with wholly workable designs, it is unquestionable that no amount
of money would have suiced to get this
design into production. Only the introduction of microprocessors converted
this “see and edit” concept for typewriters into a reality, about as near to the end
of the century as the Walkers’ attempt
was to the beginning. ±

New on the Shelf
Lars Borrmann: Harris Visible 4, Imperial B, Meteor ± Flavio Mantelli: Hansen, Thurber
Ettore Poccetti: The Franklin with folding table ± Herman Price: Commercial (Visible) 5, Chicago 3, Jewett 5
Norbert Schwarz: Diskret ± Reinmar Wochinz: Burnett, Keaton, Sampo

Congratulations to all these lucky collectors. Thanks to Ettore for these photos of his table—now we’re all going to want one!

And thanks to Reinmar for lending us his Burnett for this stereo view. Gently cross your eyes until the images fuse.
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Collector’s Corner...................................Shannon Johnson
Shannon: I’m in my late twenties, sin- and fellow collectors shared information mal keyboard Corona with the rings. The
gle. I went to school for civil engineer- with me. I started pulling it all together rings ended up in a diferent toybox and
ing. I’m currently helping a friend in the and decided to do a census of Olivers, were long separated from any memory of
newspaper business, but I’ll be getting which is still ongoing; that pulled out a what they were for. Other than a collector,
back into engineering. I recently moved lot of interesting little design diferences. no one would have a clue. And the keyto Sioux Falls, South Dakota. I have fam- Patents were really helpful on that—dig- tops might go to a jewelry person—even
ily a couple of hours away; in my family ging through patent books at the library, though they could get much more for the
they all know I’m the crazy one—weird, or researching people I knew were tied to typewriter.
as my sister puts it. Around here until re- the Oliver Company and looking at their
cently auctioneers were begging for bids patents online, and doing the same thing Personally, when I’ve tried typing on an Oliver I’ve found it very awkward: it’s
on machines, regardless of condiheavy, there’s a double shift, visibiltion ... but now, with the Internet,
ity is limited, and the typebars easantique dealers are thinking, “I
ily get out of alignment. Would you
can get a bit more for that on eBay.”
agree, and if so, why do you think
And then there are the kitschy
this typewriter was so popular in its
people who like to make jewelry
day?
out of keytops.
ETCetera: So you got a lot of your
typewriters in person at auctions?
Yep—I got over half of my collection for under ive bucks. That
means most of them are common
things, but some are in nice shape.
The rarer ones didn’t come that
way.
What are some favorites in your collection?
The Olivers—last fall I scored an Oliver No. 2 from eBay. It’s one of the earlier ones, with a nice wide carriage on it.
Then there’s the aluminum Blickensderfer 8. And I’ve got a Williams 4. Those
three I’m kind of partial to.
Recently an eBay auction listed a Corona as
“made by S. L. Johnson Typewriter Collection.”
Obviously the seller had found (and misunderstood) your outstanding web site on Coronas.
You also have great information on Olivers.
[See homepage.mac.com/sljohnson.] Tell us
about how you focused on those two makes.
About the Oliver, I just started pulling information out of books that I was able to
acquire or that I got through interlibrary
loan when I was at college, and I bought
the back issues for both ETCetera and Typex and dug through there. That gave me
some leads, and I’ve been digging around
for obscure mentions of the Oliver Typewriter Company on the Web. I was surprised about how much I was able to pull
out of that. The research picked up steam,
I got photocopies of catalogues sent to me
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I can’t really speak to the performance; the ones I have are used,
and I don’t use them much for
typing because the platens are
all hard. I just keep them nice,
keep them from rusting. But
from what I understand, one of
the big draws was for mimeograph stencils. You could punch
when Dirk Schumann put together the out a stencil nicely. I’ve seen a couple of
Patent Database on DVD. — As for Co- Edison Mimeograph ads that prominentrona, I had some advertising literature on ly feature an Oliver, well into the early
Corona and the art was really neat look- ’20s, past Oliver’s prime.
ing; Corona’s marketing department had
some really great graphics. That was the Your web site makes it obvious that you’re hangenesis of the Corona site. I like using dy with a computer (speciically a Mac). Do you
the old art, because I igure some guys in ever use typewriters yourself?
some art department spent some time on
it, and we may as well use it as a sort of Once in a while I break out one that I
tribute to them.
think still has a decent platen and I’ll use
that for writing a letter now and then,
What would you consider to be the Holy Grails maybe addressing an envelope. Right now
of Corona and Oliver, and maybe a few oth- I’m in an apartment, and I’ve picked out
er unusual models that we might not know some of the nicest, most interesting maabout?
chines for display, but they’re not necessarily the most functional. I have a couple
The Holy Grail of Oliver is the one they of Hermes 3000s I use. One has a script
made for Sears, the Woodstock branded type, which I didn’t realize until I startone. From what I understand there were ed typing with it and wondered, “What
only 19 made, and it sounds like they were the—?”
all reclaimed and destroyed. That would
be a ind if they survived—but they prob- What are some things you’re hoping to do in the
ably got under the hammer pretty quick. future as a collector?
Other than that, it would be an Oliver
No. 1. As far as Coronas, there has been Right now, get my collection moved from
some luck in inding some early Standard my parents’ where it’s in storage, and then
Foldings. But if you’re looking for some- start looking for some of the harder to
thing you’re going to have a hard time
inding, it’s probably going to be the ani(Continued on p. 9)

A peek at the ICO

Pretty from any angle, the Olivetti
MP1, as it was oficially known, was
the company’s irst portable model
(modello portatile 1). It’s popularly
known as the ICO for the logo in
front; that’s an acronym for Inge
gnere Camillo Olivetti (Engineer
Camillo Olivetti, the company’s
founder). The machine was designed
in purest streamlined Deco style by
Aldo Magnielli; the equally stylish
photo poster for it was created by
Bauhaus artist Xanti Schawinsky.
Mechanically, the typewriter is not
unlike Remington’s nonnoiseless
portables: the typebars are driven
by gears. 139,706 ICOs were made
from 1932 to 1950, and there are
plenty of variations for fans to
collect: its names include Harrods
(made for the famous London de
partment store) and Simplex; its
colors include black, red, maroon,
and gray; and there are variations
in the treatment of the paper table
and the ICO logo plate. The red
model inevitably makes us think of
the more famous Olivetti Valentine,
designed in 1969 by Ettore Sottsass
and Perry King; but personally, I
like the ICO better. —Richard Polt
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil

O

ur ephemeral window into life and
times of typewriter history this
month is a trade card that advertises
Vermilye’s College, a business school,
and the Caligraph Typewriter.
Trade cards were an early form of
mass advertising that usually included
an image, often totally unrelated to
what was being advertised, and a message about the good or service being
sold. The idea was to encourage people
to accept and keep the advertisement, in
part, because of its visual entertainment
value. The image and the message might
appear on only one side or they might be
separated, with each assigned to diferent sides of the card. Trading cards in
general are rooted in calling cards and
more mundane business cards. After
the American Civil War, as the United
States rapidly industrialized to sell factory-made goods to a growing mass market, the trade card came into its own as
an important marketing device. At the
same time, the development in Europe
of better dyes for colored inks made possible brighter, more permanent printing
and more visually attractive trade cards.
Early on in this commercial explosion,
people not only began to accept trade
cards, but also became members of that
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larger group that includes us: the collectors. Today, if you are lucky enough to
ind one of these cards, they often have
attached to them remnants of the black
paper that they were glued to in albums
by collectors. Even worse, the side glued
down is often the one with the typewriter image on it in black and white, the
very image we want. The 19th-century
card collectors wanted the color image
to show in their albums, sometimes totally robbing us of the typewriter image.
Still, if they had not collected them, it is
doubtful that nearly as many would have
survived.
Trade cards produced for early typewriter companies indicate low advertising budgets. Only later, in the 1890s, did
proprietary typewriter company trade
cards come into their own. Before that,
the trade cards either used a generic image and only the printing of words was
customized, or they had customized
cards made in combination with other
business advertisements.
While these other businesses could
include irms like shipping companies,
the clear best it for co-advertising were
businesses teaching typing and skills
related to the use of the new oice machines. That synergy is the basis of the

Caligraph card you see here. The beginnings of these new educational and
marketing school businesses are usually
traced to no later than 1878 (the fourth
year of the production of the Sholes
and Glidden and the second year of the
Perfected # 2 Type-Writer). The ScottBrowne School in New York was the
irst, and it was joined by 1881 by the
New York YWCA, now focusing on
training women in the typewriter arts.
The synergy grew when the schools began to sell typewriters to their students,
with the promise that the education and
the machine would, with the help of
the school’s employment service, obtain
them good-paying jobs. (In 1883, Caligraph did a survey in Washington and
New York and claimed the rate to be ive
to ten cents [about $ 1.00-$ 2.00 today]
per “folio”—100 typed words.)
Vermilye’s College, the tie-in for Caligraph and the American Writing Machine Co., was one of these pioneering
schools, also located in New York City.
The school also was a pioneer in selling
typewriters, while creating efective customers by teaching them how to use the
machines. As the advertising copy on the
back of the card says, the College sold
both new and used typewriters. Howev-

A

th
und e Wor
o
r

ld

er, the Caligraph is not advertised on the
College’s main side of the card. Instead,
it is on the other, color image side that
we ind the Caligraph featured. This
near complete separation follows the
usual pattern on trade cards, combining
a primary ad for the typing school with
an ad for a speciic typewriter brand. Of
course, in most of the 1880s, the only ofice typewriters were the Caligraph and
brand T(ype-Writer), and the tie-in was
likely to include only one of the two. On
this card, the separation of the two advertisers is not complete, as indicated
by the “draft” paper the man is holding
on the color side. Of course, the separation is not nearly as strong as the diferent sides of the card might imply—the
synergy between the two advertisers’
products creates a more uniied message
about training for the use of the typewriter and buying it.
The color image on the front, with its
highlighting of women as stenographertypewriters responding to the communication needs and authority of businesses
(most of which were owned and managed
by men) embodies the marketing goals
of both Vermilye’s and Caligraph. Both
saw a major part of their success coming from recruiting women to the new
vocation. The prose on the back of the
card includes a section that begins, “To
ladies there is no better occupation…”
And Caligraph, in its magazine The Caligraph Quarterly, published in 1882-83 (and
distributed by local sellers to potential
customers), regularly promoted the new
typewriting profession as the best solution for employing women in cities and
properly channeling their new urban values. For example, Willard Flacker wrote
in the Quarterly (April, 1883), “The problem in many of our large cities [is] what
to do with our young women….A spirit
of independence seems to take hold of
them….Among the new occupations recently introduced none has proved more
valuable [in solving the problem] than
that furnished by writing machines.
With it many girls have found employment and proitable work….”
In this Caligraph and Vermilye’s
trade card, we ind the typewriter at the
center of a technological, commercial,
and social historical moment that helped
make the time and place we collect and
enjoy the survivors. ±

May 2006
• Celestino Galli’s Potenografo
• Remington portable: many
models, many color variants
• The woman and the invention
of the typewriter
• Museum “Tecnologic@mente”
opening in November in Ivrea

No. 23, May 2006
• Over 1000 visitors to an exposition on the history of writing
and calculating machines in
Montmorillon

June 2006
• Restoring Jupiter pencil sharpeners
• Typebar disentangling mechanisms in postwar typewriters
July 2006
• Reports on meetings in
Partschins and Braak
• Photos: Sampson, Adji Såkå, ergonomic Rheinmetall, etc.

Collector’s Corner (continued from p. 6)
ind machines. The ones I have, I’ve sort
of stumbled upon in an antique shop here
and there. I almost didn’t get the aluminum
Blickensderfer because I wasn’t sure what it
was worth at the time. It was in a shop, it
had a price of $250; I got it down to $200
and was a little nervous, I wasn’t sure what
I’d gotten. Then I shared my ind with the
group on the web and got a lot of pats on
the back. If I could ind more like that in
the wild or at local prices, I’d be on them. I
found the Williams at an antique shop in
Sioux Falls; the case was in storage, and the
proprietor ofered to sell it to me at a discount without the case. I said, “No, let me
know when the case comes in and I’ll pick
up the whole shebang.” I recently got the
paperwork that would have come with it; a
few years ago someone cleaning out an old
desk found this cache of paperwork for Williams No. 4s—the instruction manual, the
warranty, everything that would have come
with it when you walked out of the store.
He sold several sets. This paperwork—I
could have walked into a printer and picked
up, that’s how fresh it is. — I’d like to work
on illing out my Oliver line with those produced in Europe, like a Courier or a Jacobi.
An Oliver No. 1 and the Jacobi, which from
what I understand is just a rebranded Courier, are two of the hardest to be found.
Good luck in your hunt! Thanks very much for
the interview, and we’ll all look forward to more
of your research. ±

Marketplace
For sale: 577 pieces of typewriter
trade literature.
Don Hoke, 972-661-9672,
donhoke@comcast.net
For sale: Remington No. 4. Fritz
Niemann, Niemannsweg 12,
49201 Dissen, Germany,
info@galerie-alte-technik.de

Regia: this ca. 150 machine from
Spain is new in my collection.
Thomas Fürtig and I are
interested in serial numbers from
other Regia owners. —Richard Polt
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Show & Tell .........................................................Odell No. 1

D

ear folks, time came to look into my store because there was interest in an Odell 1 from a collector. I remembered that I have
some Odells, and I had a close look at them. Two Odells were model 1s. But—as I looked at one of these two, I never had
seen such a machine, especially such a nameplate: “Hofheimer & Fish Gen, Mgr’s, New York City.” I do not remember where I
got this machine. Maybe I found it at a Brimield lea market some 10 years ago. Or was it in the Peter Tandy collection that I got
4 years ago? So the ownership history is complicated. But it is not just an Odell model 1. It has two diferent serial numbers: no.
750 in the body and no. 761 in the body of the carriage. I think this its, because I think that the manufacture of the carriage was
not really the same as the manufacture of the body. My questions to all of you are: Do you know this special Odell No. 1? Where
I may ind another one? Are the serial numbers in the same range (if there is another one)? Do you know of other Odells model 1
with serial numbers? Do you know other Odells model 1 with just nickel plate on the body? Or is this a very special thing only on
this variation of this model? — I want to sell this machine. Please contact me if interested in it.
—Fritz Niemann
Galerie Alte Technik, Niemannsweg 12, 49201 Dissen, Germany, info@galerie-alte-technik.de
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Portables, ETCetera by
T
his time, folks, we have a number of
smaller entries on various topics which
by themselves aren’t enough for a large article, but which are worthy of note. As such,
here’s a Portable Potpourri.

N

EW MANUAL PORTABLES, UPDATE: Last issue, we covered fully the
Rover 5000 and the Generation 3000 machines ofered presently by mail order. We
can now add to these a machine labeled literally “CLASSIC TYPEWRITER” on its front,
colored in black, with unlettered black vinyl
zipper case, and which matches the Rover
5000 in the small detail variances more than
it does the Generation 3000. The manual
for this machine includes a photo of the
machine bearing the label “300” on its front
panel. Also, some of the new photos of the
Generation 3000 display it with a diferent
paper bail which includes two rollers. This
“Classic Typewriter” is ofered through Dr.
Leonard’s Health Care Products, via catalog
and online. Carol Wright Gifts is ofering the
Rover 5000, while catalogs from Starcrest
Products of California continue to ofer the
Generation 3000. And, yes, the name “CLASSIC” has been used before, on Smith-Corona machines of the early 1960s which were
housed in the older 1950 body following the
introduction of the “Galaxie” body. Which
leads us to…

Will Davis

but particularly after it, I have been asked
whether or not the earlier model of Hermes
portable compared favorably with the later,
perhaps to allow people to avoid the extravagance of the 3000’s realized values (which
pleasingly have gone right back down for the
most part). I inally acquired a Hermes 2000,
and put a new ribbon in it for the purpose of
testing; my indings are as follows.
Naturally, one has only to examine both
machines briely to determine that much
more has been changed between the 2000
and 3000 Hermes machines than just the
body style. In point of fact, these are very
considerably diferent machines, and the differences are exactly those you might expect
to ind in machines of the same make but in
models developed years apart (although of
course the 3000 took up where the 2000 left
of; the 3000 appeared in 1958 with production of the 2000 trickling down and ending
about 1960). The biggest operational diferences are the typing feel and the shift—which
are naturally the two biggest ones there can
be. The feel of the 2000 is altogether older,
notchier and more severe; the carriage shift
is much stifer to operate than the segment
shift of the 3000 and is a world removed.
The 2000 lacks those ergonomic features
found so interesting in the 3000, most notably the red-line margin placement feature
in the paper bail (although it does have automatic margin setting like the Royal Magic
Margin and many others). The function keys,
such as backspace and tab, are in conventional outboard positions on the 2000, and not
centered as on the 3000. In the inal analysis, the 3000 is a complete improvement on
most aspects and has many merits to commend it, even if the unconventional controls
are at irst confusing. The 2000, though, will
be familiar to those who enjoy all older portables with carriage shift, and compares well
with most of them built anywhere from its
own time back to the 1920s, at the beginning.
Which leads us to…

P

ORTABLES OF THE ’50s AND ’60s:
Lately I’ve been asked quite a few times
whether or not the older Hermes 2000 compares well with the 3000. Background: while
the Hermes 3000 has always had a small but
dedicated following (perhaps small here in
the US due to its extravagant price when
sold new) it recently was pushed right to the
forefront of all typewriter events following
the comments of writer Larry McMurtry;
eBay aicionados will no doubt recall the
extravagant prices achieved by these machines in the recent past. Prior to this time,

P

ORTABLES OF THE 1920s seem in
many ways to have attempted competition with the vastly successful Corona. Com-

parison was perhaps unavoidable point for
point, for any make, with this market leader;
some attempted to go head to head with the
machine, even to the point of attempting to
improve upon its design. The best-known
example of this is perhaps the Fox Typewriter Company’s little folding (or collapsible) portable, which was supposedly the
target of litigation that ended its production,
even though the patent iled for the machine
was actually granted and never altered or revoked. Still, Fox apparently decided to drop
the whole matter and go with a non-folding
machine, which makes it all the more incredible that another company tried at the same
time to develop a machine much more like
the Corona than the Fox Portable was!
At least nine patents were iled by Otto
Hokanson, assignor to Woodstock Typewriter Company, for a portable typewriter
whose carriage folded forward and over the
machine itself. It may be the case that the
patent of this one basic feature had expired,
or at least in and of itself was not considered
so speciic as to even be violable; or it may be
that Woodstock was keeping abreast of the
Corona-Fox litigation and felt that the proceedings would overturn Corona. Whatever
the case, though, the machine Hokanson
was developing for Woodstock was clearly
superior. It included a full four-bank keyboard, segment shift, ball bearing carriage
suspension, complete tabulator with manually positioned stops, and automatic ribbon
reverse. Hokanson: “Notwithstanding the
compact arrangement the machine has all
the functions of the standard typewriter….”
In just those features, the machine would
have been competitive with every other portable on the market, and indeed the folding
feature would have been unnecessary had it
not been thought of as essential for reducing
stored volume. No example of this machine
is known to exist, although the drawings
furnished for the patents appear in later examples to be inished engineering drawings
of a completely production-ready machine,
so dimensionally accurate and complete are
they. Yes, at least one portable typewriter
has inexplicably been found in Europe with
the Woodstock label (a member of the semiubiquitous SIM / MAS family) but for now
we can safely assume that Woodstock’s attempts at a domestic portable proved abortive, even after more than four years of development. ±
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Letters
There is much more behind the Duplex than can possibly be gleaned from
the machine itself. As I recall, inventor
A. S. Dennis interviewed a certain Hal
after Hal inished his studies at the business college in Des Moines, Iowa. Hal
could have done much better with any
other typewriter company, but because
he was so good on the Duplex, he was
hired to demonstrate it. Problem was,
Hal was about the only person who was
capable of typing at the speeds he typed
on the Duplex. Hal could sell the Duplex, but once the buyers found that they
were unable to ind typists that could
type as fast as Hal, further sales were
slim to none. Unlike some typewriter
makes that sold by word of mouth, the
Duplex probably did not share a similar
experience. Even Hal was known to use
a Smith Premier, though Dennis did not
care to see Hal using any machine other
than his Dennis Duplex. Hal was so proliic on the typewriter that I believe one
of his personal letters was 10 pages long.
When you add that it was single spaced
you begin to get an idea of his typing
skill.
Jim Dax
Citrus Heights, Cal.
Back in the early ’80s I had an elderly
man from D.C. send me a Smith Premier No. 1 that he had taken apart when
he was a boy, some 60 years earlier. It
had belonged to his grandfather and he
had wanted to surprise him by repairing it. Well, as he put it, he could not
get it back together and his grandfather
never forgave him for it. He wanted it
back together before he died so he could
pass it on to a family member. I jumped
on the repair, saying I could handle any
machine. Well, it was not very long before I was very sorry I had even tried
to tackle that particular machine. The
only parts that were intact were the ones
making up the carriage. Even the frame
was apart. All of the springs, plates, and
shafts were neatly bundled in very old
linen and tied in butcher shop string.
It took me a few weeks to complete the
job. Since then I have done a couple of
dozen Smith Premiers and have lost my
fear of them.
John Lewis
Albuquerque, N.M.
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Ed.: I recently received this Smith Premier
No. 1 with a number of rods out of place—but
after several sessions in the workshop, the
machine is back together. Now it could even
serve as a practical tool …
I like to use this Smith Premier No. 1
for short letters. I bought it in 1967, but
didn’t get a new platen from Ames until
a few years ago.
I like antiques, but not ones which
are too primitive and not practical to
use. I am concerned about oice typewriters from the 1950s which seem to
have quickly largely disappeared from
the scene. I am likely to buy a modern,
otherwise uninteresting or unattractive
typewriter if it has an unusual style or
size of type.

Champaign, Ill.
Over the years the Varityper captured my interest and respect, largely
because I was and still am using these
machines to set up columns for ofset
printing. Right now, if I had room to
do so, I could set out the little humble
portable Hammond, and next to it the
irst actual “Varityper” model, and another next to it, with wider carriage and
a couple more features, and so on right
through the most elaborate of the nondiferential-spacing models, then the
various diferential and DSJ (justifying) ones. Each hardly varies
from the former, but the evolution is striking, overall. For
day-to-day typesetting
work I prefer the 610
and 660 models from the
mid-1950s and ’60s.

This has led into appreciating the
more “normal” collectable old typewriters, though I’d never think of setting up
columns on a non-proportional typer.
The Holy Grail, for me, would be Charles
Sears’ “Direct Printer” of the late 1890s
[pats. 644188, 682759, etc.—Ed.]—or
the still earlier Varityper-like gadget of
Charles Moore’s (which apparently really was manufactured and sold) [pats.
419864, 549523]. I haven’t even seen pictures of Moore’s models, which were
apparently the things that got Mergenthaler interested in typesetting, leading
him to invent, eventually, the Linotype
machine (a whole diferent concept). But
pictures of Sears’ “Direct Printer” do
exist, and I’d swear it looks like a modiied Hammond, with a crank, some increment keys for justiication, and some
kind of proportional spacing.
To drive the Varitypers, I’ve needed
the special extremely narrow carbon ribbons, so have had to make my own by
slitting carbon ilm ribbons out of Selectric cartridges. The other big need of the
Varitypers is fonts: 268 diferential spacing ones were made, but I am stuck at
around 195.
Fred Woodworth
Tucson, Ariz.
I’m glad you’re getting Peter Weil to
come forward and share his knowledge
and his ephemera.
Tilman Elster expressed some provocative opinions. I must defend the
IBM Selectric for its practicality as a
writing machine in these modern times.
I eventually grew tired of using my Royal
10 to type notes, labels, and forms, and
consider the Selectric a better alternative. But when friends visit, the Selectric
isn’t the irst shown.
Frank Lindauer
Tucker, Ga.

Charles Moore’s 10 patent
(Thanks to USPTO and Dirk Schumann)
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